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Abstract 11 

Oxygen carrier materials (OCM) are usually exposed to sulfur-contained gases in the fuel 12 

reactor for chemical looping combustion. This work provides both experimental and model work to 13 

understand the SO2 effect on the heterogeneous redox kinetics of a CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ-based 14 

perovskite oxygen carrier. The cycle reactivity and redox kinetics under reducing conditions were 15 

conducted with and without SO2 in a micro-fluidized bed thermogravimetric analysis technology 16 

(MFB-TGA). The redox kinetic behaviors were simulated by a bubbling fluidized bed reactor model 17 

coupled with a two-stage kinetic model. The SO2 can react with the perovskite to increase the 18 

oxygen transfer capacity from 4 wt% to 5 wt%. When the temperature is higher than 1173 K, SO2 19 

has almost no effect on the H2 reduction reactivity, while the oxidation reactivity decreases by 50 %, 20 

but the oxidation is still fast enough to achieve 4 wt% capacity within 8 s. When the temperature is 21 

lower than 1173 K, there is a significant sulfur-poisoning effect during oxidation and reduction. The 22 
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analyses of XRD, SEM-EDS, and in-situ DRIFTS indicated that most of the absorbed sulfur mainly 23 

existed in the sulfate/sulfide shell on the particle surface. The chemical kinetics and physical 24 

structure of CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ perovskite can be completely recovered in the absence of SO2, 25 

and this perovskite oxygen carrier is chemically memorable and reversible in its solid structure. The 26 

fundamental understanding of the sulfur effect on the redox kinetics and solid structure of the 27 

perovskite oxygen carrier provides a new insight to the material development and corresponding 28 

reaction mechanisms. 29 

Keywords: Chemical looping combustion; Oxygen carrier material; CaMnO3, Perovskite oxide; 30 

sulfur; Kinetics 31 

1. Introduction 32 

Chemical looping combustion (CLC) has emerged as a promising technology to capture CO2 33 

from fossil fuel combustion for power and heat generation [1,2]. A typical CLC unit usually consists 34 

of an air reactor and a fuel reactor. A solid oxygen carrier material (OCM) circulates between the 35 

reactors, to deliver the required lattice oxygen for fuel conversion in the fuel reactor. Then, the 36 

reduced OCM experiences an oxidization step in the air reactor. Developing an OCM with fast 37 

reactivity, high stability, as well as high attrition resistance, is the key to the CLC technology [3]. 38 

Up to now, both natural minerals and manufactured OCMs have been applied in the CLC process 39 

[3,4]. Generally, these OCMs are metal oxides from manganese (Mn) [5,6], iron (Fe) [7], copper 40 

(Cu) [8], nickel (Ni) [9], etc. To further improve the physical and chemical properties of OCMs, 41 

some bimetallic OCMs have been developed, such as Cu-Fe-based [10], Ni-Mn-based [11], and Cu-42 

Mn-based [12] OCMs, etc. For transition metal oxide OCMs, phase change during redox cycles has 43 

often been observed, resulting in materials degradation, agglomeration, i.e. shorter life time.  44 
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Recently, synthetic OCMs with perovskite-type structures (ABO3-δ) have attracted increasing 45 

interest for CLC applications thanks to the fast oxygen bulk diffusion and surface exchange during 46 

the consecutive redox cycles, as well as their redox and stability which can be tuned by varying 47 

doping elements and their concentrations on both A and B sites [13-15]. Enormous efforts have been 48 

devoted to improving OCMs' reactivity and recyclability performance of OCMs based on CaMnO3-49 

δ. For example, researchers substituted Ti, Fe or Mg into CaMnO3-δ structure to selectively change 50 

the cationic site, to improve reactivity, stability, crushing strength, fluidization property, etc. [14, 51 

16-21]. The investigations mainly focused on the determination of chemical redox reactivity and 52 

heterogeneous gas-solid reaction kinetics at variable temperatures and gas atmospheres (O2, H2, CO, 53 

CH4), and partial pressures under sulfur (S)-absence condition [17-19]. The CaMnxB1-xO3-δ (B= Fe, 54 

Ti, Mg etc.) OCMs have shown promising chemical properties for the CLC process as long as sulfur 55 

(S) is absent [17-19, 22]. However, sulfur (S) is widely present in fossil fuels, which means the 56 

OCM has to expose to sulfur-containing species in the fuel reactor. The previous studies found that 57 

the chemical reactivity of the CaMnxB1-xO3-δsuffered from deactivation due to calcium sulfate 58 

formation, once exposed to the situation of sulfurous fuels [23-25]. In these researches, CH4 with 59 

different sulfur contents was used as the fuel to assess the chemical performance of OCMs [23-25]. 60 

However, the major reducing gas compositions for solid fuels are CO and H2 from the 61 

devolatilization and gasification steps in the fuel reactor of CLC, and CH4 content is normally very 62 

low in the fuel reactor. Therefore, the conclusions or results regarding sulfur effect on chemical 63 

performance by utilizing CH4 fuel, cannot be used directly when evaluating solid fuel CLC, e.g. 64 

reactor design. Up to now, the determination of heterogeneous reaction kinetics and insight to the 65 

influence mechanism of the fuel in the presence of SO2 are very limited due to insufficient 66 
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experiments and characterizations. In the previous work, CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ particles as 67 

OCMs were controllably fabricated via spray drying granulation, and the heterogeneous reaction 68 

kinetics was investigated without SO2 containing gases [26]. Heterogeneous redox reaction kinetics 69 

in the presence of SO2 is more closely associated with the chemical performance evaluation, reactor 70 

design and optimization for the solid fuel CLC. However, the influence of SO2 on the reactivity and 71 

redox kinetic behaviors is still partially unknown.  72 

In this work, the investigation of oxidization and reduction kinetics with and without SO2 was 73 

conducted by means of a micro-fluidized bed thermogravimetric analysis technology (MFB-TGA), 74 

based on real-time mass change measurement of OCM particles in a fluidizing state close to 75 

enhanced mass and heat transfer in a real CLC reactor [27,28]. The redox kinetic behaviors were 76 

described by a simplified K-L model coupled with a two-stage kinetic model via changing the 77 

chemical reaction rate constant (kchem, kdiff), and the ratio of the conversion level at the fast reaction 78 

stage to the conversion level (Ψ). The OCM was characterized by X-ray Fluorescence (XRF), 79 

scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) mappings, X-ray 80 

diffraction (XRD), and in-situ reflectance infrared spectroscopy (DRIFTS).  81 

2. Experimental 82 

2.1. Oxygen carrier material 83 

The perovskite oxide, CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ, was fabricated as the OCM particles 84 

employing spray granulation followed by a calcination stage at 1623 K for 12 h [26]. Particle size 85 

in the range of 180-250 μm was used to investigate the reaction kinetics. X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) 86 

results show that the compounds of the oxidized OCM are 40.52 wt% CaO, 26.38 wt% TiO2, 22.94 87 

wt% MnO and 7.07 wt% Fe2O3. More properties of the OCM are listed in Table 1. The true density 88 
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(ρt) was measured by a helium replacement method (AccuPyc II 1345, Micromeritics). The porosity 89 

was analyzed by a mercury intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore IV 9500, Micromeritics). The surface 90 

area was obtained by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) using a nitrogen adsorption instrument at 77 91 

K (ASAP 2460, Micromeritics). 92 

Table 1 Physical properties of the oxidized and reduced CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ  93 

State dp(μm) ρt(kg/m3) Porosity BET(m2/g) 

Oxidized 

 180-250 

4910 0.493 0.26 

Reduced 4898 0.489 0.35 

 94 

2.2. Micro-fluidized bed thermogravimetric analysis (MFB-TGA) 95 

The chemically oxidizing and reducing kinetics of the perovskite particles was determined 96 

via a micro-fluidized bed thermogravimetric analysis technology (MFB-TGA) [27,28]. The main 97 

components include a heating furnace, a fluidized-bed reactor, a gas supply unit, and a measurement 98 

unit, among which, the core is the fluidized-bed reactor with an inner diameter of 30 mm (Fig. 1). 99 

The flowrates of the fluidizing agents were controlled at 1.2-1.5 L/min (STP), which ensures that 100 

the fluidized-bed reactor was operated at a bubbling state during the measurements. The switch 101 

among different fluidizing agents into the bottom of the bubbling-bed reactor uses well-connected 102 

magnetic valves. A mass transducer with a readability of 1 mg was employed to measure the on-line 103 

mass change caused by chemical gas-solid reactions. A K-type thermocouple enclosed in the 104 

bubbling-bed reactor was employed to measure bed temperature. A differential pressure transducer 105 

was employed to monitor the pressure drop of the bubbling-bed reactor. More details can be found 106 

elsewhere [26-28].  107 
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 108 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the MFB-TGA apparatus 109 

For a typical experiment of redox kinetics, ~ 16 g silica sand with the particle size at 300-355 110 

μm was firstly filled as the inert bed material, followed by ~ 400 mg fully oxidized OCM particles 111 

injected into the bubbling-bed reactor after heating up to the desired temperature under a 21 vol% 112 

O2 fluidizing agent (Fig. 1). After the stable mass and temperature signals were reached, fluidizing 113 

gases switch between the reducing gases (10 % H2 with 500 ppm SO2 or 10 % H2 without SO2) and 114 

oxidizing gas (21 vol% O2) was conducted for redox cycles. Inert gas was flowed into the reactor 115 

for 30 s between the oxidizing and reducing steps, to prevent direct mixing of H2 and O2. 500 ppm 116 

SO2 was mixed with the reducing gas to create a sulfur exposure atmosphere and simulate a more 117 

real condition in the CLC process of the sulfur-containing fuels. Operating at the superficial velocity 118 

of 3-5 Umf, the oxidization and reduction rates were obtained at 1023-1173 K. Redox cycles were 119 

repeated at least 3 times to ensure reproducibility at each temperature. Table 2 concludes the 120 

experimental scheme of the kinetic determination under condition with or without SO2. Series I-IV 121 

were used to investigate the evolution of reaction kinetics under reduction condition with SO2. 122 

Series V was performed to regenerate the sulfur-poisoned OCM under the reduction condition 123 

without SO2. Finally, the redox kinetics of the poisoned and recovered OCM at 1023-1173 K was 124 

determined. Another multicyclic test, similar to Series I-IV, was performed under reducing condition 125 
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without SO2 for comparison. 126 

Table 2. Experimental scheme of determining the reaction kinetics under sulfur-presence/absence 127 

condition 128 

Series  Temperature Fluidizing agents Periods No of cycles 

I 1173 K O2/H2(SO2) 120s/480s 2 

II 1173 K O2/H2(SO2) 120s/180s 3 

III 1173K O2/H2(SO2) 60s/180s 2 

IV 1173K O2/H2(SO2) 60s/120s 43 

V 1173K O2/H2(no SO2) 60s/120s 15 

 129 

The balance gases in the reaction agents (10 vol% H2 with 500 ppm SO2 or 10 vol% H2 without 130 

SO2 and 21 vol% O2) were well matched to ensure similar densities as inert gas (33.22 vol% He in 131 

66.78 vol% Ar), see Table 3. In this regard, the noise possibly created by gases switch was eliminated. 132 

Finally, the impact of the gas switches on the on-line mass signals was eliminated, and the 133 

measurement error of the MFB-TGA is kept within ±1 mg, see Fig. 2. Therefore, the on-line mass 134 

change was only caused by the heterogeneous gas-solid reactions, as shown from a typical redox 135 

cycle in Fig. 3. 136 

Table 3. The compositions of the reaction gases and the balance gases 137 

Reaction gas Inert gas 

10 vol% H2+21.65 vol% He + 68.35 vol% Ar 33.22 vol% He+66.78 vol% Ar 

10 vol% H2+500 ppm SO2+21.65 vol% He + 68.35 vol% Ar 33.22 vol% He+66.78 vol% Ar 

21 vol% O2+28.59 vol% He + 50.41 vol% Ar 33.22 vol% He+66.78 vol% Ar 
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 138 

 139 

Fig. 2. Blank test of the gas switch at 1173 K (only 16.4 g silica sand was filled as the bed 140 

materials without OCM particle). The mass fluctuation is ±1 mg for the blank test. 141 

 142 

Fig. 3. A typical redox test at 1173 K: the bed materials consists of 16 g silica sand and 400 mg 143 

OCM particles, and the experimental data were obtained by switching the reaction agents between 144 

10 vol% H2 and 21 vol% O2.  145 

2.3. Post characterizations 146 

To determine possible sulfur effects on the surface OCM particles, in-situ diffuse reflectance 147 

infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (NEXUS, 870 FT-IR) was used. The mixture of 80 wt% 148 

KBr and 20 wt% OCM powders were added into a photo-reactor. A background IR spectrum was 149 
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collected in pure Ar (500 mL/min) atmosphere after pretreated at 993 K. After Ar purging for an 150 

additional 30 min, the reduction by SO2-containing H2 (10 vol% H2 with 500 ppm SO2) was 151 

conducted at 993 K for 480 s. After reduction, pure Ar was used to flush the reactor for 120 s. Then, 152 

21 vol% O2 was introduced for 300 s in the oxidization step, followed by another Ar purging step 153 

for 120 s. Subsequently, the above reduction and oxidization steps were repeated for 48 cycles. The 154 

IR spectra were obtained in real-time during the test. 155 

The phase purities were obtained by X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (D8 Advance, 156 

BRUKER). Scans were selected between 10° and 90° with a step of 10°/min to analyze the phase 157 

compositions. The morphology characteristics of the surface and cross-section of the tested 158 

CaMn0.5Ti0.375Fe0.125O3-δ particles were characterized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, 159 

Zeiss Merlin), and the element distributions were analyzed by an energy dispersive spectrometer 160 

(EDS).  161 

2.4. Data evaluation 162 

The on-line mass signals, m(t), were recorded by the mass transducer during the test. The 163 

oxygen transfer capacity (Roc,t), defined as Eq. (1), was experimentally estimated as explained  164 

below. The conversion levels for the reduction (Xr) and oxidization (Xo) reactions were calculated 165 

as Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. moc is the mass of the added OCM particles in the fully oxidized 166 

state, while mo and mr are the total mass of the reactor and bed materials, corresponding the OCM 167 

particles in fully oxidized and reduced states, respectively.  168 

o r
o,t

oc
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m m

R
m
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m m t
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−                                                               (2) 170 

r
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m t m
X t

R m

−                                                               (3) 171 
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3. Models 172 

In the bubble bed reactor, the OCM particles were averagely distributed in the emulsion phase 173 

together with the silica sand, whereas the reaction gases mainly existed in the bubble phase. Taking 174 

the reduction processes as an example (Fig. 4), the reaction gases in the fluidizing agents are firstly 175 

diffused from the bubble phase to the emulsion phase. After the interphase gas exchange, the 176 

reaction gases are further transferred to the OCM particle surface distributed in the emulsion phase. 177 

Finally, the gas-solid reaction occurs on the OCM particles. Therefore, there is a requirement to 178 

apply a reactor model to analyze the interphase gas diffusion in the reactor. 179 

 180 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of the reduction reaction with H2 in the bubbling bed reactor 181 

To describe the mass transfer and chemical reaction processes in the bubbling bed reactor, a 182 

simplified reactor model was applied here, and expressed by Eqs. (4) and (5) for the bubble phase 183 

and emulsion phase according to mass balance [28]. The reactor model was based on the classic 184 

fluidization bed reactor model put forward by Kunii and Levenspiel (K-L model) [29].  185 

b,*
be b, e, 2 2

d
- ( ),( O ,H )

d

i

b i i

C
U K C C i =

z
= −                                    (4) 186 

e,
mf be b, e, a mf r e, 2 2

d
-(1- ) ( ) (1- )(1- ) ,( O ,H )

d

i

i i i

C
U K C C f K C i =

z
   = − − +            (5) 187 

where 
b,iC (mol/m3) and 

e,iC (mol/m3) is the gas concentration in the bubble phase and emulsion 188 

phase, respectively. *
bU   (m/s) and 

mfU   (m/s) refer to the effective gas velocity in the bubble 189 

phase and the minimum fluidization velocity. 
beK (s-1) is the gas interchange coefficient between 190 

1
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2

3
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the bubble phase and the emulsion phase. 
af  is the volume fraction of the OCM particles in all 191 

solid volume.   is the fraction of the bubble phase, and 
mf  is the voidage of fluidized bed at 192 

minimum fluidization state. The supporting document introduces how to calculate the above 193 

coefficients and the analytical solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) in detail. 
rK  (s-1) is the comprehensive 194 

reaction rate constant, including the gas-solid reactions and the impact of the external mass transfer 195 

resistance, expressed as [18,26]:  196 

r
p

ri g

1

1

6

K
d

K k

=

+

                                                       (6) 197 

 o,t s 2/3 2/3
ri chem e chem diff e diff

O

( ) [(1 ) ]
R

K k X X k X X
M


 


= − + − −               (7) 198 

( )g p 2 2,   ( O ,H )ik Sh D d i=  =                                         (8)  199 

where 
gk  (m/s) is the external mass transfer coefficient, 

iD  (m2/s) is the molecular diffusivity of 200 

gas i, 
pd  (m) is the particle size of the used oxygen carrier, Sh  is Sherwood number. 

riK  (s-1) 201 

is the reaction rate constant, describing the gas-solid reactions only, and the value of 
riK  (s-1) is 202 

dependent on the conversion level of the oxygen carrier particles. A kinetic model was coupled with 203 

the reactor model here. It is well known that a gas-solid reaction commonly includes two stages, i.e., 204 

an initially fast stage and a second slow stage [30]. Some kinetic models have been developed for 205 

this purpose from literature, such as the apparent model [31], the shrinking core model [32], the 206 

pore model [33], and the grain model [34]. However, the above models fail to predict the kinetic 207 

transition behavior from the initially fast reaction stage to the second slow reaction stage [30]. In 208 

this work, a semi-empirical model containing the two reaction stages was applied to describe the 209 

conversion of the oxidation and reduction reactions, as seen in Eqs. (9)-(11) [18,26].  210 
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chem 2/3
chem e chem e, 2 2

d
( ) ,   ( O ,H )

d
i

X
k X X C i

t
= − =                        (9) 211 

diff 2/3
diff e diff e, 2 2

d
[(1 ) ] ,   ( O ,H )

d
i

X
k X X C i

t
= − − =                      (10) 212 

chem diffX X X= +                                                 (11) 213 

where 
chemX  and 

diffX  are the conversion levels of the first stage and the second stage, 
eX is 214 

the equilibrium conversion level. The second stage starts at the end of the fast reaction stage (critical 215 

conversion,
eX ). 

chemk  (m3/mol/s) and 
diffk (m3/mol/s) represent the reaction rate constants of 216 

the fast reaction stage and the slow reaction stage, respectively.   refers to the kinetic transition 217 

point. The exponent of the two stages, 2/3, is a known parameter in the model. Finally, the total 218 

conversion level of a reaction is the sum of the two stages. Based on the kinetic model, a conversion 219 

versus time curve can be obtained by giving the values of the rate constant (
chemk  (m3/mol/s) and 220 

diffk  (m3/mol/s) ) and ratio ( ). Then the value of 
riK  (s-1) can be calculated by using Eq. (4). 221 

As a result, the kinetic model is coupled with the reactor model through 
rK  (s-1).  222 

In the model, the oxidization by O2 and reduction by H2 are assumed to be first-order [17,19,22]. 223 

It should be noted that the reactor model implemented with the two-stage kinetic model has an 224 

analytical solution, and the detailed calculation algorithm can be found elsewhere [18,26]. In the 225 

model,
chemk   (m3/mol/s), 

diffk   (m3/mol/s) and    depend on the reaction temperature, which 226 

can be expressed as Arrhenius equations, 227 

chem
chem chem exp

g

E
k A

R T

 
= −  

 
                                       (12) 228 

diff
diff diff exp

g

E
k A

R T

 
= −  

 
                                         (13) 229 

exp
g

E
A

R T




 

= −  
 

                                            (14) 230 

The axial distribution of the gas concentration is variable in the emulsion phase. In this work, 231 
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the average gas concentration across the whole bed in the emulsion phase calculated by Eq. (15) 232 

was applied to calculate the conversion levels in Eqs. (9) and (10).  233 

1
e, , e, 2 2

0
d ,  ( O ,H )

z

i ave iC z C z i−= =                                         (15) 234 

4. Results and discussion 235 

4.1. Redox multicycles 236 

The redox multicycles of the OCM at 1173 K are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5(a), the whole redox 237 

process was done under the reduction condition without SO2. The mass variation profiles are quite 238 

stable during the multicycles, implying there is no chemical degradation under the reduction 239 

condition without SO2. The total oxygen transfer capacity is kept at approximately 4 wt% during 240 

the redox multicycles. In Fig. 5(b), the 1-50 redox cycles were conducted under the reducing 241 

condition with SO2. It is clear that the mass variation profiles tend to rise. The mass variation profiles 242 

indicate the total oxygen transfer capacity of the OCM is progressively increasing with the redox 243 

cycle number under the reduction condition with SO2 until 24 redox cycles, see Fig. 5(b). After that, 244 

the mass variation profiles are stable for the following 20 redox cycles, implying a chemical stability 245 

state under the reduction condition with SO2. Afterwards, the reducing gas was altered to 10 vol% 246 

H2 without SO2. On the contrary, the mass variation profiles stay progressively decreasing from 247 

cycle 51 to cycle 62, following a new chemical stability state under the reduction condition without 248 

SO2. From the fluctuation of the pressure drop profiles (Figs. 5(a) and (b)) and the high-temperature 249 

fluidization (Video 1), there is no observed sintering and agglomeration during the redox tests. It 250 

can be concluded that the OCM particles possess perfect fluidization properties. 251 
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 252 

 253 

Fig. 5. Multicycles of mass variation and pressure drop during redox cycles at 1173 K 254 

(oxidization: 21 vol% O2; reduction: 10 vol% H2). (a) without SO2; (b) with SO2, reduction (1-50 255 

cycles) : 10 vol% H2 with 500 ppm SO2; reduction (51-65 cycles) : 10 vol% H2 without SO2. 256 

Fig. 6 compares the mass variation and oxygen transfer capacity during the redox multicycles. 257 

In Fig. 6(a), moc,r refers to the mass change after reduction of each cycle, and the change of moc,r 258 

with the cycle number stands for the “baseline” change during the redox multicycles. At moc,r, the 259 

OCM is under the reduced state. From the profiles in Fig. 6(a), the value of moc,r experiences an 260 

increase from -2.25 wt% to 2 wt% with the redox cycle number when reduced with SO2-containing 261 

H2. After that, the value of moc,r is kept unchanged from cycle 24 to cycle 50. Once switching the 262 

reduction condition to SO2-free H2, the value of moc,r is decreasing to -4.25 wt% as the redox 263 

proceeds. Compared with the redox process without SO2, the value of moc,r stays at -4 wt% from the 264 

beginning to the end. The presence of SO2 in the reduction step also affects the oxygen transfer 265 

capacity (Roc,t) of the OCM, as seen in Fig. 6(b). If the OCM is reduced without SO2, the value of 266 

Roc,t is always equal to 4 wt% during the whole redox multicycles. However, reduction in the 267 

presence of SO2 would change the oxygen transfer capacity. In the whole redox process, the total 268 
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oxygen transfer capacity increases continuously from 2.3 wt% to 5 wt% under the reduction 269 

condition with SO2, then decreases to 4 wt% after removing SO2.  270 

 271 

 272 

Fig. 6. Comparison of (a) mass variation and (b) oxygen transfer capacity with the cycle 273 

number 274 

In the increasing stage of the mass variation profiles in Fig. 5(b), the reaction rates of reduction 275 

are enhanced from cycle 1 to cycle 24 (Fig. 7(a)). There is no noticeable change in reduction rates 276 

between cycle 24 and cycle 50. The depth of reduction increases from 2.25 wt% to 5 wt%, indicating 277 

that more lattice oxygen can be utilized during the reduction step. When reduced without SO2, the 278 

reduction rates of the OCM are slightly improved with the redox cycle number, but the depth of 279 

reduction finally stabilizes to 4 wt%, see Fig. 7(b). 280 
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 281 

Fig. 7. Mass variation with the cycle number for the reduction process in Fig. 5(b). (a) with 282 

SO2 and (b) without SO2 283 

During the first 24 cycles in Fig. 5(b), the regeneration of oxidization can take up more oxygen 284 

(O) elements in the OCM, see Fig. 8(a). For example, the mass loss is 4 wt% for the reduction of 285 

cycle 12, but 4.25 wt% oxygen (O) elements are taken up during the oxidization step. The gained 286 

oxygen (O) element by CaS oxidation to CaSO4 can play an active role for the following reduction 287 

step. Hence, the oxygen transfer capacity is rising for the former 24 redox cycles. On the contrary, 288 

from cycle 50- 60 in Fig. 5(b), fewer oxygen (O) elements are taken up during the regeneration of 289 

oxidization steps due to removal of active CaS-CaSO4 shell type OCM. The oxygen transfer 290 

capacity finally decreases to 4 wt%. 291 

 292 

Fig.8. Mass variation with the cycle number for the oxidization process in Fig. 5(b). (a) with 293 

SO2 and (b) without SO2 294 
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During the multiple redox cycles under the reduction condition without SO2, the change of 295 

chemical performance with the cycle number is demonstrated in Figs. 9(a) and (b). The reduction 296 

rate is continuously improved as the cycle number increases (Fig. 9(a)), but the oxidization rate can 297 

stabilize since cycle 6 (Fig. 9(b)). Hence the OCM shows an activation process during the redox 298 

multicycles. The reduction depth always stays at 4 wt%, hence the total oxygen transfer capacity 299 

stays unchanged during the whole process.  300 

 301 

Fig. 9. Mass variation with the cycle number for the (a) reduction process and (b) oxidization 302 

process under reduction condition without SO2 in Fig. 5(a) 303 

It should be noted here that the perovskite oxide after 24 redox cycles is termed as “Activated 304 

OCM”, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The “Activated OCM” is not treated by SO2. The OCM in the 305 

chemical stability state under the reduction condition with SO2 is called “Poisoned OCM”, whereas 306 

the “Recovered OCM” means the chemically stable OCM particles under the reduction condition 307 

without SO2, as depicted in Fig. 5(b). It can be seen that the total oxygen transfer capacity of the 308 

“Activated OCM” is equal to that of the “Recovered OCM”. 309 

4.2. Comparison of the oxidization and reduction reaction rates 310 

Figs. 10(a) -(d) compare the reduction and oxidization reaction rates for the SO2-poisoned and 311 

activated OCMs at 1073 K and 1173 K. When reacting at 1173 K, the reduction rate of the poisoned 312 
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OCM is very close to that of the activated OCM, and the required time for reduction to 4 wt% is 313 

~28 s for the activated OCM and ~35 s for the poisoned OCM, respectively. However, the poisoned 314 

OCM can be further reduced due to a higher total oxygen transfer capacity. When the temperature 315 

decreases to 1073 K, the reduction rate of the activated OCM just decays a little, and the required 316 

time for full reduction is prolonged to ~60 s. Whereas the poisoned OCM is deeply affected by 317 

temperature, and the reduction rate of the poisoned OCM decreases by ~7 times, as compared to 318 

that at 1173 K. One common point for both the poisoned OCM and the activated OCM is that the 319 

reduction curves are composed of an initially fast reaction stage and a second slow reaction stage. 320 

For the oxidization reaction, the reaction rate of the poisoned OCM is slower than that of the 321 

activated OCM at 1073 K and 1173 K. For the activated OCM, the temperature has a weak impact 322 

on the oxidization rate, and the oxidization is only dominated by the initial fast reaction stage. 323 

However, for the poisoned OCM, the oxidization rate decreases a lot with decreasing temperature, 324 

and the oxidization curves consist of a fast reaction stage and a slow reaction stage, similar to the 325 

reduction curves. Although the oxidation kinetics decreased by 50% as compared to that of the 326 

activated OCM 1173 K, the oxidation of the SO2-poisoned OCM is still fast enough and can achieve 327 

4 wt% of oxygen transfer capacity within 8 s. Fig. 10 shows that the existence of SO2 in the reducing 328 

gas would cause a change in both the reduction and oxidization behaviors, although an increase in 329 

the oxygen transfer capacity. The OCM shows decreased oxidization and reduction rates due to  330 

sulfur poisoning, especially reaction at low temperatures. 331 
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 332 

 333 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the reduction and oxidization reaction rates between the SO2-334 

poisoned and the activated OCM (the activated perovskite oxide is not treated by SO2) at 1073 K 335 

and 1173 K. (a) reduction at 1073 K; (b) oxidization at 1073 K; (c) reduction at 1173 K; (d) 336 

oxidization at 1173K 337 

From Figs. 11(a) and (b), the OCM can automatically recover from the SO2-poisoning state 338 

once treating it with SO2-absence fuel. Not only can the total transfer capacity be recovered to the 339 

original state, but also the recovered OCM shows the nearly same oxidization and reduction rates 340 

as the Activated OCM. Hence, it is quite interesting to notice that the investigated OCM possesses 341 

a chemical memory. 342 
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 343 

Fig. 11. Comparison of the (a) reduction and (b) oxidization reaction rates for the recovered 344 

and the activated OCM (the activated perovskite oxide is not treated by SO2) at 1173 K. 345 

4.3 Kinetic modelling results 346 

The model results and experimental data of the oxidization reactions of the SO2-poisoned and 347 

recovered OCMs are shown in Figs. 12(a) and (b). The conversion levels at different temperatures 348 

are plotted as a function of time. It is quite obvious that , the plots of conversion vs. time for the 349 

SO2-poisoned OCM show two-stage behavior, i.e., an initially fast stage followed by a second slow 350 

stage. The model results agree well with experimental data. The reaction temperature has a 351 

significant effect on the critical conversion (
eX ) and reaction rates for the oxidization step. Again, 352 

the calculated results could reproduce the experimental data obtained from the recovered OCM as 353 

well (Fig. 17(b)). Since the whole oxidization process merely has a fast stage, the value of   is 354 

set to 1 during the model calculation. The required time for the full oxidization is only ~4 s. The 355 

oxidization rate is insensitive to the temperature. The above kinetic behaviors of the oxidization 356 

reactions are similar to our previous work [26], where the reaction kinetics was driven by the 357 

activated OCM under the SO2-free fuel, which implies that the oxidization performance is 358 

completely regenerated from the SO2-poisoned state. After recovering from the SO2-poisoning state, 359 

the chemical reaction rate constant ( chemk ) for the oxidization reaction is higher than that of the 360 
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poisoned OCM, owing to the regeneration of the perovskite structure.  361 

 362 

Fig. 12. Conversion versus time curves of the oxidization reactions of the (a) SO2-poisoned and 363 

(b) recovered OCM at 1023-1173 K (oxidization: 21 vol% O2)  364 

Figs. 13(a) and (b) show the model and experimental results of the reduction reactions of the 365 

SO2-poisoned and recovered OCM. The similarity between these two plots is that the reduction 366 

process consists of an initially fast stage followed by a second slow stage, like the oxidization of the 367 

SO2-poisoned OCM. The distinction is that the reduction rate of the SO2-poisoned OCM is 368 

apparently slower than that of the recovered OCM. For example, the full reduction needs ~160 s for 369 

the SO2-poisoned OCM at 1123K, which is ~4 times slower than that of the recovered OCM. There 370 

is a significant effect of the reaction temperature on the critical conversions (
eX ) for the reduction 371 

steps, and the reduction rate can be enhanced with increasing temperature. The kinetic behaviors of 372 

the reduction reactions are also similar to the activated OCM [26], because of the full release of the 373 

absorbed sulfur in the perovskite structure. As a result, the chemical reaction rate constants (
chemk374 

and 
diffk ) for the reduction reaction are higher for the recovered OCM. 375 
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 376 

Fig. 13. Conversion versus time curves of the reduction reactions of the (a) SO2-poisoned and (b) 377 

recovered OCM at 1023-1173 K (reduction: 10 vol% H2)  378 

From the Arrhenius plots of lnkchem, lnkdiff, and ln  (Figs. 14(a)-(c)), the activation energies 379 

and pre-exponential factors can be obtained from the slopes and intercepts, respectively. The kinetic 380 

parameters are summarized in Table 4. Influenced by sulfur, the activation energies of the 381 

oxidization and reduction reactions of the SO2-poisoned OCM are 156.64 kJ/mol and 222.56 kJ/mol 382 

at the first reaction stage, which is far higher than that of the recovered OCM, because of more 383 

sensitivity to the temperature. Table 4 also includes the kinetic parameters of the activated OCM 384 

obtained by similar reaction conditions [26]. Due to inherent chemical memory, the obtained kinetic 385 

parameters for the recovered OCM are similar as those of the activated OCM. According to the 386 

Arrhenius plots, the sulfur effect on the oxidization and reduction kinetics can be weakened with 387 

increasing temperature. For example, the sulfur effect on the reduction reactivity could be removed 388 

when elevating the temperature to ~1323 K. The above kinetic results are reliable since the oxygen 389 

transfer kinetics is faster than the oxygen consumption by the chemical reactions (Figs. S1-S4). 390 
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 391 

 392 

Fig. 14. Arrhenius plots of (a) lnkchem, (b) lnkdiff, and (c) ln   393 

Table 4. Summary of the kinetic parameters of the SO2-poisoned, recovered, and activated OCM 394 

 SO2-poisoned OCM  Recovered OCM  Activated OCM[26] 

 O2 H2  O2 H2  O2 H2 

chemA (m3/mol/s) 9.05×105 4.26×108  0.92 4.25×103  0.92 4.25×103 

chemE (kJ/mol) 156.64 222.56  6.69 94.17  6.69 94.17 

diffA (m3/mol/s) 1.56×109 1.45×107  n.a. 1.62×103  n.a. 1.62×103 

diffE (kJ/mol) 238.89 199.04  n.a. 100.73  n.a. 100.73 

A  2.82 3.26  n.a. 1.43  n.a. 1.43 

E  11.12 13.81  n.a. 5.04  n.a. 5.04 

 395 

4.4. Sample characterization 396 

The fully oxidized and reduced particles extracted from variable redox cycle numbers in Fig. 397 
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5(b) were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), see Figs. 15(a) and (b). The diffraction peaks 398 

of CaSO4 (PDF 37-1496) and CaS (PDF 08-0464) emerge under the reduction condition with SO2 399 

but disappear under the reduction condition without SO2. The common crystal phases of the 400 

oxidized and reduced OCM particles are CaMnO2.56 (PDF 45-1267) and CaFeTi2O6 (PDF 83-0265), 401 

and the distinction is CaMnO3 (PDF 03-0830) from the oxidized one and CaTiO3 (PDF 082-0228) 402 

from the reduced one.  403 

 404 

Fig. 15. X-ray diffraction patterns of the (a) oxidized and (b) reduced perovskite oxide at 405 

different cycles (cycle 2, 12, 24, 58, 65) in Fig. 5(b) 406 

In situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (in-situ DRIFTS) also shows 407 

that the CaSO4 phase (1131.72 cm-1 and 1171.11 cm-1) is gradually formed on the OCM particle 408 

surface under the reduction condition with SO2, as shown in Fig. 16. Therefore, the gained mass in 409 

Fig.5(b) is also contributed by the sulfate and sulfide. The added oxygen transfer capacity due to 410 

formation of CaSO4/CaS on the surface of oxygen carrier brings the oxygen transfer capacity to 5 411 

wt% during the redox cycles under the reduction condition with SO2. The profiles in Figs. 6(a) and 412 

6(b) show sulfur effect leads to an increase in the oxygen transfer capacity from 4 wt% to 5 wt%, 413 

while the mass increased by ~ 6 wt% (Fig. 6(a)). If this is CaO to CaS and all CaS formed is ideally 414 

active, the one should expect the formation of CaSO4 to give an increase in the oxygen transfer 415 
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capacity of 24 wt%. Actually, only 1 wt% oxygen transfer capacity was obtained due to sulfur effect. 416 

The possible explanation is the CaS to CaSO4 oxidation has a low CaS conversion, and high 417 

percentage of the CaS reactant remains in the solid residues, according to Madarasz et al. [35] and 418 

Wang et al. [36]. 419 

 420 

Fig. 16. In situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (In situ-DRIFTS) 421 

during redox cycles 422 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the oxidized and reduced particles from 423 

various redox cycle numbers indicate that the particle surface is gradually covered by a white shell 424 

after reduction condition with exposure to SO2, as depicted in Figs. 17(a) and (b). The grain 425 

boundary on the particle gradually becomes invisible due to the formation and coverage of the white 426 

shell. According to the energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) results, the “white” sections on the 427 

particles are the enrichment region of oxygen (O), sulfur (S), and calcium (Ca) for the oxidized 428 

OCM and the enrichment region of sulfur (S) and calcium (Ca) for the reduced one, as seen in Figs. 429 

S5 and S6. Therefore, the components of the white shells on the oxidized and reduced OCM particle 430 

are identified as sulfate and sulfide respectively, which agrees well with the XRD patterns and in 431 

situ-DRIFTS results. Note that the formed shell is not very dense at sulfur -saturated state. After 432 

exposure to the reduction condition without SO2, the sulfate and sulfide shells will gradually 433 

disappear, and the OCM particle can restore to the original state.  434 
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 435 

Fig. 17. Scanning electron microscopy images of the (a) oxidized and (b) reduced OCM 436 

particles at different cycles (cycle 2, 12, 24, 58, 65) in Fig. 5(b) 437 

To identify whether the bulk of the OCM particle is affected by the sulfur (S) element, energy 438 

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) mapping of the particle cross-sections was further performed. With 439 

the increasing redox cycle, sulfur (S) element was gradually accumulated on the particle surface as 440 

a sulfate/sulfide shell, c.f. Figs. 18(a) and (b). Meanwhile, the average distribution of the sulfur (S) 441 

elements was detected inside the OCM particle as well. The sulfur (S) element ratio of the surface 442 

to the bulk is approximately 15:1 (Fig. S7), indicating that the sulfur (S) element is mainly enriched 443 

on the particle surface. Such enrichment of sulfur (S) element on the shell shows that the OCM 444 

particle possesses sulfur tolerance and self-protection ability. Nevertheless, a small amount of sulfur 445 

(0.06 wt%) still affected the lattice structure inside the OCM particle, possibly caused by SO2 446 

molecules entering the particle inside through the pores or grain boundaries during the reduction 447 

process. 448 
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 449 

Fig. 18. Sulfur (S) element distribution in the cross-sections of the (a) oxidized and (b) 450 

reduced OCM particles at different cycles (cycle 2, 12, 24, 58, and 65) in Fig. 5 451 

4.5 Possible Mechanism 452 

To conclude, the whole OCM particle is initially the perovskite oxide. When the OCM particle 453 

is exposed to the reduction condition with SO2, the particle surface would form a non-dense 454 

sulfate/sulfide shell, which wraps the OCM particle. The core is weakly affected by sulfur. Hence a 455 

shell-core structure forms under the reduction condition with SO2. The reaction gas molecules can 456 

still contact the OCM particle through the non-dense shell. Once reduced in the reduction condition 457 

without SO2, almost all sulfur in the shell and core will be gradually released from the particle. 458 

Finally, the shell-core structure disappears, and the whole OCM particle restores to its initial state, 459 

as illustrated in Fig. 19. 460 

 461 

Fig. 19. The formation and disappearance of the non-dense sulfate/sulfide shell 462 

The effect of sulfur on the chemical reactions can be diagramed in Fig. 20. On the reactant 463 

surface of the activated OCM, the oxygen anions can be smoothly exchanged with H2 or O2 through 464 

gas-solid reactions. Hence, both the reduction and oxidization rates are fast. Exposing to the 465 
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reduction condition with SO2 brings chemical stress on the perovskite structure, as a result of the 466 

formation of sulfide via reaction R1. During the oxidization step, sulfide will be oxidized to sulfate 467 

via reaction R2. Sulfate and sulfide are thermodynamically more stable in the reduction condition 468 

[23]. As a result, the surface of the perovskite is affected by the absorbed sulfur, resulting in lower 469 

chemical performance, since the formed sulfate/sulfide formed will reduce the oxygen surface 470 

exchange. Hence, the OCM shows sulfur-poisoning effect. Comparatively, the absorbed sulfur is 471 

capable of being released in the form of H2S after reaction with SO2-uncontaining fuel via reaction 472 

R3, as a terrible smell was detected during the experiments. Another regeneration is possibly via 473 

reaction R4, accompanied by the formation of SO2. Some SO2 might get reduced through the 474 

combustion of H2 and form H2S and H2O (R5), where the amount is related to eventual need for 475 

oxygen polishing. Finally, the perovskite structure can be fully recovered by subsequent redox 476 

cycles, and the chemical performance can be regenerated again. 477 

 478 

Fig.20. Schematic illustrations of the sulfur-poisoning and recovery process in the perovskite 479 

structure (red: calcium; blue: manganese/iron/titanium; green: oxygen) 480 

2 2 2CaO+3H +SO CaS+3H O→           R1 481 

2 4CaS+2O CaSO→                     R2 482 

4 2 2 2CaSO +4H CaO+H S+3H O→         R3 483 
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4 2 2 2CaSO +H CaO+SO +H O→           R4 484 

2 2 2 2SO +3H H S+2H O→           R5 485 

5. Conclusions 486 

The effect of sulfur in reduction species on oxygen transfer capacity and heterogeneous redox 487 

kinetics of a CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ perovskite oxygen carrier was studied by using the micro-488 

fluidized bed thermogravimetric analysis (MFB-TGA) technology. The results show that the sulfur 489 

can enhance the oxygen transfer capacity to 5 wt% from the original 4 wt %, but impede both the 490 

oxidization and reduction rates for the temperatures lower than 1173 K. When the temperature is 491 

higher than 1173 K, the sulfur has almost no effect on the H2 reduction kinetics, but the oxidation 492 

kinetics decreases by 50% as compared to that of without sulfur. Nevertheless, the oxidation for the 493 

poisoned OCM is still fast enough and can achieve 4 wt% oxygen transfer capacity within 8 seconds. 494 

Once removing the SO2 in the reducing gas, the oxygen transfer capacity and chemical performance 495 

are capable of being completely restored. The CaMn0.375Ti0.5Fe0.125O3-δ perovskite oxygen carrier 496 

possesses an interestingly chemical memorable ability under alternative reduction condition with 497 

and without SO2. There is a significant effect of the reaction temperature on the critical conversions 498 

and reaction rates for the oxidization and reduction steps, except for the oxidization of the recovered 499 

OCM. The heterogeneous reaction kinetics at different temperatures was successfully modeled by 500 

the bubble bed reactor model coupled with a two-stage kinetic model, and the kinetic parameters, 501 

activation energies and pre-exponential factors were obtained from modelling. It was found that the 502 

reaction activation energies increase due to the effect of SO2. And elevating temperature would 503 

remove SO2 poisoning effect. Combining X-ray diffraction (XRD), in situ diffuse reflectance 504 

infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (in-situ DRIFTS), and scanning electron microscopy-505 
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energy dispersive spectrometer (SEM-EDS), we revealed that the majority of sulfur (S) formed a 506 

sulfate/sulfide shell on the particle surface, whereas the minority sulfur (S) entered the particle 507 

interior and further affected the lattice structure. The perovskite structure was capable of totally 508 

automatic recovery from the poisoned state as well, by means of continuous redox cycles without 509 

SO2.  510 
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Nomenclature 516 

Achem pre-exponential factor of the fast reaction stage, m3/mol/s 

Adiff pre-exponential factor of the slow reaction stage, m3/mol/s 

AL pre-exponential factor of the critical conversion 

b,iC  concentration of gas i in the bubble phase, mol/m3 

e,iC  concentration of gas i in the emulsion phase, mol/m3 

eq ,iC  equilibrium concentration of gas i, mol/m3 

dp diameter of the oxygen carrier particle, m 

iD  gas i molecular diffusivity, m2/s 

Echem activation energy of the fast reaction stage, kJ/mol 

Ediff activation energy of the slow reaction stage, kJ/mol 

EL activation energy of the critical conversion, kJ/mol 
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fa volume fraction of oxygen carrier particles in all solid volume 

kchem reaction rate constant of the fast reaction stage, m3/mol/s 

kdiff reaction rate constant of the slow reaction stage, m3/mol/s 

kg external mass transfer coefficient, m/s 

Kbe interchange coefficient between the bubble and emulsion phase, s-1 

Kr reaction rate constant of particles in the emulsion phase, s-1 

Kri reaction rate constant of particles, s-1 

m(t) mass measured by the weight transducer at time t, g 

mo whole mass of the reactor and oxidized oxygen carrier samples, g 

mOC mass of the added oxygen carrier samples, g 

mr whole mass of the reactor and reduced oxygen carrier, g 

Mi molar mass of i, kg/mol 

Rg ideal gases constant, J/mol/K 

ROC,t total oxygen transfer capacity, wt.% 

Sh Sherwood number 

T temperature in Kelvin, K 

0U  superficial gas velocity, m/s 

bU  bubble rise velocity, m/s 

bU 
 effective gas velocity in the bubble phase, m/s 

mfU  minimum fluidization velocity, m/s 

X conversion level of oxidation or reduction reaction at time t 

Xchem conversion level of the fast reaction stage at time t 
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Xdiff conversion level of the slow reaction stage at time t 

Xe equilibrium conversion level of an oxygen carrier 

Xo conversion level of oxidation reaction at time t 

Xr conversion level of reduction reaction at time t 

  stoichiometric coefficient 

s  particle density of oxygen carrier, kg/m3 

mf  voidage of fluidized bed 

  fraction of the bubble phase 

  ratio of the conversion level at the fast reaction stage to the conversion level 

 517 
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